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Introduction: Gases, such as nitric oxide (NO), carbon monoxide (CO), or hydrogen sulfide
(H2S), termed gasotransmitters, play an increasingly important role in understanding
of how electrical signaling of cells is modulated. H2S is well-known to act on various
ion channels and receptors. In a previous study we reported that H2S increased
calcium-activated potassium (BK) channel activity.
Aims: The goal of the present study is to investigate the modulatory effect of BK channel
phosphorylation on the action of H2S on the channel as well as to recalculate and
determine the H2S concentrations in aqueous sodium hydrogen sulfide (NaHS) solutions.
Methods: Single channel recordings of GH3, GH4, and GH4 STREX cells were used to
analyze channel open probability, amplitude, and open dwell times. H2S was measured
with an anion selective electrode.
Results: The concentration of H2S produced from NaHS was recalculated taking pH,
temperature salinity of the perfusate, and evaporation of H2S into account. The results
indicate that from a concentration of 300μM NaHS, only 11–13%, i.e., 34–41μM is
effective as H2S in solution. GH3, GH4, and GH4 STREX cells respond differently to
phosphorylation. BK channel open probability (Po) of all cells lines used was increased
by H2S in ATP-containing solutions. PKA prevented the action of H2S on channel Po in
GH4 and GH4 STREX, but not in GH3 cells. H2S, high significantly increased Po of all PKG
pretreated cells. In the presence of PKC, which lowers channel activity, H2S increased
channel Po of GH4 and GH4 STREX, but not those of GH3 cells. H2S increased open dwell
times of GH3 cells in the absence of ATP significantly. A significant increase of dwell times
with H2S was also observed in the presence of okadaic acid.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that phosphorylation by PKG primes the channels for
H2S activation and indicate that channel phosphorylation plays an important role in the
response to H2S.
Keywords: gasotransmitters, hydrogen sulfide (H2S), maxi calcium-activated potassium (BK) channels, patch
clamp, phosphorylation, GH cells
INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen sulfide (H2S), although it is extremely toxic in higher
concentrations, similar to the other established gasotransmitters,
nitric oxide (NO) and carbon monoxide (CO), serves as a cel-
lular signaling molecule in low concentrations being involved
in a vast variety of physiological actions (Goodwin et al., 1989;
Abe and Kimura, 1996; Nagai et al., 2004; Kimura et al., 2010;
Olson andWhitfield, 2010; Tang et al., 2013) reviewed in (Mustafa
et al., 2009; Gadalla and Snyder, 2010; Wang, 2010, 2012, 2014;
Hu et al., 2011; Hermann et al., 2012b; Kimura et al., 2012;
Kabil et al., 2014) and pathophysiological incidences (i.e., Kimura
and Kimura, 2004; Kimura et al., 2012; Mani et al., 2014).
H2S is endogenously produced in living cells from the amino
acid cysteine through various enzymatic pathways (Łowicka and
Bełtowski, 2007; Ishigami et al., 2009; Shibuya et al., 2009, 2013;
Kimura, 2011; Renga, 2011). Although H2S is well-known to
modulate receptors and ion channels, such as NMDA recep-
tors (Abe and Kimura, 1996), ATP (adenosine triphosphate)-
dependent potassium (K+) channels (Zhao and Wang, 2002;
Jiang et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2011; Liu
et al., 2011) or calcium (Ca2+) channels (Kawabata et al., 2007;
García-Bereguiaín et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2008; Maeda et al.,
2009; Skovgaard et al., 2011; Matsunami et al., 2012), it was
only recently shown to modulate maxi Ca2+-activated K+ (BK)
channels (Telezhkin et al., 2009, 2010; Sitdikova et al., 2010;
Jackson-Weaver et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2013).
The physiological concentrations of H2S concentrations are
presently under discussion. Previous in vivo concentrations
reported in the range of 40–160μM H2S (Goodwin et al., 1989;
Savage and Gould, 1990) were possibly overestimated since H2S
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derived from various sources were included in the measurements
(discussed in Kimura et al., 2012). Recent studies indicate tis-
sue/plasma or blood H2S levels of nanomolar (∼15 nM in mouse
brain/liver homogenates (Furne et al., 2008) to low micromolar
(0.4–0.9μM in rat blood (Wintner et al., 2010); cerebrospinal
fluid, pig,∼600 nM (Leffler et al., 2011);∼32μM inmouse blood
(Peng et al., 2011); 34μM inmouse plasma, (Li et al., 2005) which
could rise to low micromolar quantities during pathophysiolog-
ical conditions (i.e., during hypercapnia in cerebrospinal fluid,
pig, 4–5μM (Leffler et al., 2011). The actual H2S concentrations
at the target sites are unknown, however, since exogenous H2S
is highly volatile, rapidly removed, bound or metabolized (cf.
Szabó, 2007; Whitfield et al., 2008; Wintner et al., 2010). These
H2S levels therefore may be of limited relevance to the effec-
tive H2S concentrations at the target site(s). Nevertheless, action
appeared required to carefully estimate the H2S concentrations
derived from the H2S donor (sodium hydrogen sulfide, NaHS)
used in our experiments.
BK channels are present in a great variety of non-excitable and
excitable cells. Recent detailed studies of BK channels created a
vast amount of knowledge regarding their biophysical, structural
and functional, physiological, pathophysiological, and pharma-
cological properties (reviewed in: Ghatta et al., 2006; Salkoff
et al., 2006; Cui et al., 2009; Berkefeld et al., 2010; Cui, 2010;
Grimm and Sansom, 2010; Hill et al., 2010; Lee and Cui, 2010;
Stojilkovic et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010; Hermann et al., 2012a).
BK channels are essential in controlling electrical activity of cells,
hormone secretion, vasoregulation, auditory tuning of the hair
cells or circadian rhythm generation and participate in mediat-
ing drug actions such as ethanol or acetaldehyde. Mutations of
the BK channel protein are involved in disorders such as epilepsy,
paroxysmal movements, or in erectile dysfunctions. BK channels
are synergistically gated by both Ca2+ as well as by membrane
voltage and are modulated by a wide variety of intra- and extra-
cellular factors, including protein kinases, phosphatases causing
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation or changes in their redox
environment in particular at the C-terminal region (Reinhart
et al., 1991; Levitan, 1994; Tian et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2001,
2010; Weiger et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2006; Hou et al., 2009; for
reviews see Wang, 2008; Dai et al., 2009; Hermann et al., 2012a).
Protein kinase G (PKG) in many tissues acts as BK channel activa-
tor (Alioua et al., 1998; Kyle et al., 2013), protein kinase A (PKA)
can act both ways—activating as well as inhibitory depending
on the splice variant of the channel (Hall and Armstrong, 2000;
Tian et al., 2001, 2004; Zhou et al., 2001), while protein kinase
C (PKC) in many cases acts inhibitory (Shipston and Armstrong,
1996; Schubert and Nelson, 2001; Tian et al., 2004; Kizub et al.,
2010; Zhou et al., 2010, 2012; van Welie and du Lac, 2011). PCK-
dependent conditional phosphorylation of the channels may be
important for PKA-dependent activation (Widmer et al., 2003)
or specific isoforms of PKC (PKCδ) may up-regulate BK channel
activity (Barman et al., 2004; Kim and Park, 2008). BK chan-
nels are also a target of gasotransmitters such as NO and CO
which act via intracellular signaling or directly at the channels
(reviewed in Hermann et al., 2012c). However, the interaction of
BK channel phosphorylation and hydrogen sulfide has not been
studied.
In previous experiments we found that H2S caused a concen-
tration dependent and reversible increase of membrane outward
currents in whole cell experiments (Sitdikova et al., 2010). In sin-
gle channel recordings H2S reversibly increased BK channel open
probability in a voltage-dependent, but Ca2+ independent man-
ner. Redox modulation of the channels further indicated that the
augmenting effect of H2S on BK channel activity may be linked
to its reducing action on sulfhydryl groups of the channel pro-
tein. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effects of
BK channel phosphorylation in the context of H2S application
employing patch clamp recordings at different types of rat GH
pituitary tumor cells (GH3, GH4, and GH4 STREX). We used
these three different but related cell lines, because they all express
BK channels who differ in their sequences and respond differ-
ently to phosphorylation or in the responsiveness to arachidonic
acid. The sequences of BK α-subunits in GH3 and GH4 splice
variants differ most prominently by the presence or absence of
27 amino acids in the COOH terminus of the channel (Li et al.,
2010). In contrast GH4 STREX cells which express a cysteine rich
59 amino-acid insert in the channel tail, contain an additional
PKA phosphorylation site (Xie and McCobb, 1998; Tian et al.,
2001).
Since BK channels variants of these cell lines respond dif-
ferently to phosphorylation it appeared interesting to study the
impact of H2S on these channels types. From our results we
hypothesize that the state of BK channel phosphorylation plays
an important role in the response to H2S.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
CELLS
We used GH3, GH4C1, and GH4 STREX, rat pituitary tumor
cells, for investigation of BK channels. GH cells secrete growth
hormone (somatotropin) and prolactin and express various
receptors. Stressors applied to GH cells lead to the expression of a
59 amino acid cysteine rich insert at the pore forming α-subunit
C-terminus of BK channels—termed GH STREX cells (Xie and
McCobb, 1998; Erxleben et al., 2002). In our case the BK-STREX
variant was induced by growing GH4/C1 cells in culture medium
supplemented with phenol red (10mg/ml) for at least 10 days.
Once the cell line has been established cells can be kept perma-
nently in this medium (Hall and Armstrong, 2000; Erxleben et al.,
2002).
Techniques for cell culturing, electrophysiology, and standard
solutions used have been described in detail previously (Sitdikova
et al., 2010). In brief: cells were cultured at 37◦C and 90% humid-
ity in MEM (Minimal Essential Medium), supplemented with
7% fetal calf serum (FCS) and 3% horse serum (HS) for GH3
cells, and HAM F10 plus L-glutamine supplemented with 2.5%
FCS and 15% HS for GH4 cells. For experiments cells were
grown on poly-D-lysine coated coverslips and used for record-
ings 3 to 4 days after seeding. Culture media were from Sigma
(Vienna, Austria), and sera from Invitrogen (Lofer, Austria), all
other chemicals were from Sigma.
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
In brief: pipettes for single channel patch clamp recordings
were drawn from borosilicate glass (Science Products/FRG) with
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resistances of 3–6 MegaOhm (cf. Sitdikova et al., 2010). As
reference electrode an agar bridge containing a silver/silver chlo-
ride (Ag/AgCl) pellet was used to avoid H2S reaction with Ag
to silver sulfide (Ag2S) and hence destabilization of the refer-
ence electrode. Recordings from excised outside-out patches were
made with an Axopatch-200B amplifier connected to a Digidata
1322A interface using pClamp10 software for data acquisition
and analysis. Data were filtered at 1 kHz offline and analyzed
with Clampfit software (Axon Instruments/Molecular Devices,
USA). Raw recordings were idealized with the built in feature of
pClamp’s Clampfit module using the half-amplitude threshold
method with automatic baseline and level tracking. Dwell time
analysis was done by fitting open dwell time distributions to stan-
dard exponentials with the appropriate number of terms to get
an optimal fit. Since BK channels are localized in clusters in cell
membranes, all of our patches contained more than one chan-
nel. For this reason we analyzed only open dwell times but not
closed channel kinetics. Single channel current amplitudes were
calculated by fitting amplitude histograms to a Gaussian distribu-
tion. Channel open probability was expressed as Popen = NPo/n,
where NPo = [(to)/(to + tc)], Po = open probability for one
channel, to = sum of open times, tc = sum of closed times,
N = actual number of channels in the patch, and n = maxi-
mum number of individual channels observed in the patch. All
equations used were standard built in equations from Clampfit.
Experiments were repeated at least three times and the mean, as
well as the s.e.m. (standard error of the mean) were calculated.
Experimental solutions were applied via a gravity-driven, elec-
tronically switched perfusion system (ALA Scientific Instruments,
USA). For rapid solution exchange (about 300–500ms) mem-
brane patches were held in a stream of the experimental solution
from a second pipette.
SOLUTIONS AND CHEMICALS
The standard experimental bath solution contained in mM:
145 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, 10 HEPES, pH 7.2. The
regular pipette solution contained in mM: 145 KCl, 1 MgCl2,
10 HEPES, pH 7.2, and 5 EGTA, 3.63 CaCl2 – resulting in
0.5μM free Ca2+ as calculated using the Webmaxc extended
calculator (http://www.stanford.edu/∼cpatton/webmaxcE.htm).
Experiments were carried out at room temperature between 20
and 22◦C. Sodium hydrosulfide (NaHS, Sigma, Vienna) was used
as a source of H2S. NaHS at concentrations usually used in the
present study did not change the pH of the buffered solution.
NaHS solutions prepared shortly before experiments were clear
and were usually used 3–5min but no longer than 20min. For
details of making and working with H2S, see Hughes et al. (2009).
Drugs added to the pipette solution: ATP – 1mM; PKA cat-
alytic subunit 50 units/ml; PKC subunit (PKCsu) 0.1 units/ml;
PKC inhibitor fragment 19–31 (PKCin) – 500 nM; PKG – 400
units/ml plus 50μM cGMP; Staurosporine (STS) – 1μM;
Okadaic Acid (OA) – 100 nM.
DETERMINATION OF H2S CONCENTRATIONS
NaHS salt dissociates in watery solution to Na+ and HS−, and
HS− associates with H+ to produce H2S. Previously as a rule of
thumb we calculated for neutral solutions that one-third of NaHS
exists as H2S and the remaining two-thirds are present as HS−
(Beauchamp et al., 1984). This provides a solution of H2S at a
concentration that is about 66% less compared to the original
concentration of NaHS.
In order to obtain more precise measurements for our exper-
imental situation we have determined H2S concentrations using
an anion selective electrode (ISO-H2S-2) together with an Apollo
1000 free radical Analyser (WPI, Germany). The response time
of the sensor is less than 5 s, with a sensitivity of 2 pA/nM and a
detection range from 5 nM to 100μMH2S. For calibration of the
sensor instructions according to theWPI manual were used. After
we had established a calibration curve we determined the rate of
loss of H2S versus time for the NaHS donor. As depicted from
Figure 1B the loss of H2S obtained after 20min is 42%. A loss
of about 33% after 15min and 90% after 30min was reported
previously by Kimura et al. (2006).
The H2S sensor measures the dissolved H2S gas which is only
one component of the total sulfide equilibrium system. The total
sulfide concentration [Stot] in solution can be calculated from:
[H2S] = [Stot]/{1+K1/[H+] + K1K2/[H+]}, with pK1 = 6.89,
where K1 = 10−6.89 and pK2 = 19, where K2 = 10−19 at pH =
7.21, where [H+] = 10−7.21 M. As K2 is very small and not sig-
nificant at pH < 9 we can use a simplified equation: [H2S] =
[Stot]/(1+K1/[H+]). For NaHS = 300μM and pK1 = 6.89, the
H2S concentration calculates to 97 μM, which is quite similar to
the rule of thumb of 1/3 H2S in solution (see above). Calculated
from pK1 = 7.04 for standard conditions (20◦C, which is close
to our experimental conditions) K1 = 10−7.04 (Lide, 1998).Using
the pK1 value of 7.04 and 300μM of NaHS we calculate 121 μM
of H2S. However, pK1 is also dependent on salinity. The equation
derived by Millero (Millero et al., 1988) gives for: pK1= -98.08 +
5765.4/T+ 15.04555× LN(T)+ (−0.157× (S0.5))+ 0.0135 × S
(with T = temperature in Kelvin, LN(T) = is the natural log-
arithm of T, and S = salinity). Taken salinity as zero for water
and temperature 20◦C equal to 293.15 Kelvin we calculate pK1 =
7.056, which is very close to literature value (Lide, 1998). The
salinity of our extracellular solution is 11.5 gram of salts per liter.
FIGURE 1 | Determination of H2S concentrations and loss of H2S by
evaporation. (A) Plot of the H2S concentrations derived from NaHS donor
vs. H2S sensor current (nA). The relationship is linear up to about 50μM
H2S, respectively 226μM NaHS (stippled line fitted to data points).
(B) Measurement of H2S evaporation from physiological bath solution. The
plot shows sensor current readings vs. time. One hundred percent
indicates the beginning of the measurement which started immediately
after preparation of the solution.
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Taken this salinity value pK1 = 6.679. For 300μM of NaHS the
H2S concentration calculates to 68μM, which is 22.3% of the
total sulfide concentration. Hence it is important in addition to
pH and temperature to take salinity into account to calculate H2S
concentrations.
CALIBRATION
H2S liberated from NaHS evaporates quickly from the solution
(DeLeon et al., 2012; cf. Olson, 2012). We therefore took mea-
sures to avoid loss of H2S during calibration or perfusion. A stock
solution of 2mM NaHS was prepared in distilled water or in
experimental bath solution in an Eppendorf vial and thoroughly
covered using parafilm. 100, 500, 1000, 2000, or 3000μl of stock
solution was added to 20ml bath solution to obtain the desired
NaHS concentration. Figure 1A shows a plot of H2S concentra-
tions derived from NaHS donor vs. H2S sensor current (nA). The
relationship is linear up to about 50μMH2S, respectively 226μM
NaHS. Table 1 shows values of NaHS solutions, the sensor cur-
rent and the calculated H2S concentrations. During dilution from
the stock to the final solution which took about 30–60 s we may
have lost about 5–10% H2S by evaporation (see Figure 1B). The
container, holding the NaHS solution had a volume of 20ml and
was covered with parafilm. The fluid was continuously stirred
as required for the correct function of the H2S sensor using the
lowest stirring speed to avoid mechanical perturbation of the
sensor.
From our measurements of H2S concentrations we know that
during the first 5min about 30–40% of H2S evaporates from
the solution (Figure 1). Over the following 5min, which was the
actual application period, about 6–8%H2S evaporated. This gives
a total of approximately 40–50% loss of H2S, i.e., an effective H2S
concentration during our experimental settings of 11–13%, i.e.,
34–41μMH2S from a 300μMNaHS solution.
PERFUSION SETTINGS DURING RECORDINGS
We used a closed perfusion system comprising 5ml syringes
(Henke-Sass, Wolf, HSW, FRG) containing the experimental
fluid. The syringe opening was covered with parafilm with a small
whole inserted to allow for pressure exchange. The tip of the per-
fusion pipette was located in the recording chamber at about
1mm distance to the measured cell or patch. The constant per-
fusion rate of 1ml/80 s ensured that the channels recorded were
always submerged by the desired H2S concentration with little
further loss due to evaporation.
Table 1 | List of NaHS solutions prepared in standard bath solution
(first row), the measured sensor current ± standard error of the mean
(s.e.m.) (middle row) and the calculated amount of H2S (last row).
NaHS, µM Sensor current, nA (±s.e.m.) H2S, µM
10 13.67 ± 0.33 2
48.7 88.67 ± 2.4 11
95.23 183.33 ± 9.61 21
170.2 303.33 ± 11.02 38
226 359.33 ± 11.66 51
300 394.00 ± 8.62 67
STATISTICAL METHODS
There are some problematic features of proportional data, like
open probabilities (Po), which often hinder the use of parametric
statistical procedures, such as ANOVAs and regression analysis.
Basic assumptions of these methods are often violated, because all
values coming from single channel recordings are set within the
interval 0< Po< 1. To be more precise, proportional data tend to
be non-normally distributed and heteroscedastic in nature, which
actually means that the size of sample variances is not evenly
distributed along the interval of 0< Po< 1.
Besides using less powerful non-parametric methods, there are
other strategies to overcome these limitations, e.g., data trans-
formation (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995) and/or logistic regression.
Here, Po-values were transformed with the “logit-function” p =
ln(p/(1 − p)), which “normalized” this kind of data and sub-
stantially reduced heteroscedasticity. After this transformation,
“usual” parametric methods could be used. Due to similar rea-
sons, dwell-time measurements were also log-transformed prior
to statistical analysis.
Since our experiments also include repeated measurements on
similar membrane patches, all statistical procedures had to be
adapted accordingly. The number of repetitions of each experi-
ment “n” refers to the number of patches from different cells mea-
sured. In electrophysiology, this problem is usually addressed by
calculating “fold-changes” of variables, i.e., dividing all measure-
ments of open probabilities with their matched “control values.”
Nevertheless, there are also more powerful statistical procedures
to handle the problem of self-correlated or repeated measure-
ments, one of them is the use of “mixed models” (Venables and
Ripley, 2002; Bolker et al., 2009; Zuur et al., 2009). With this
method, not only “fixed factors,” such as experimental conditions,
are used but also so called “random factors,” which usually com-
prise “uncontrolled” variables (Venables and Ripley, 2002; Zuur
et al., 2009), such as test subjects, or in this particular case, mem-
brane spots. Since more familiar “post-hoc analysis,” such as a
“TukeyHSD” or “Scheffe”-test are only feasible in simple univari-
ate ANOVA designs (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995), specific hypothesis
tests by linear contrasts had to be used for multiple comparisons
(Hothorn et al., 2008). All statistical procedures were performed
with R 3.0.1 (R Development Core Team, 2011) and its addi-
tional packages “nlme” (Pinheiro et al., 2013) and “multcomp”
(Hothorn et al., 2008).
Evaluation of statistic analysis is given as: significant (one
star ∗, 0.05 > p > 0.01), high significant (two stars ∗∗, 0.01 >
p > 0.001), andmost significant (three stars ∗∗∗, p < 0.001). Data
described in the text as percentage were calculated by setting
control values to 100% and expressing experimental values as
percentual change of controls.
RESULTS
Original recording of single channel activities are depicted in
Figure 2. Patches were held at +30mV in all recordings.
PHOSPHORYLATION OF BK CHANNELS
GH3 Cells
Experimental values of BK single channel open probability (Po)
for GH3, GH4, and GH4 STREX cells are listed in Table 2.
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FIGURE 2 | Original recordings of H2S effects on BK single channel open
probability (Popen) during different phosphorylation conditions. The
figure shows recordings from various GH cell types (GH3, GH4, and GH4
STREX) during various phosphorylation conditions (control) and after NaHS
(300μM NaHS, equivalent to effective 34–41μM H2S) application. Holding
potential +30mV.
Table 2 | Phosphorylation of BK channels.
Popen
GH3 GH4 GH4 STREX
ATP 0 n = 12 0.0152 ± 0.0030 0.0096 ± 0.0028 0.0065 ± 0.0022
ATP 1 n = 12 0.0887 ± 0.0135 0.1164 ± 0.0196 0.0342 ± 0.0093
PKA subunit n = 11 0.1087 ± 0.0166 0.1256 ± 0.0222 0.0822 ± 0.0321
PKG subunit n = 8 0.0724 ± 0.0118 0.0522 ± 0.0173 0.0504 ± 0.0133
PKC subunit n = 10 0.0443 ± 0.0075 0.0277 ± 0.0064 0.0253 ± 0.0060
PKC inhib n = 6 0.0740 ± 0.0180 0.0208 ± 0.0055 0.0400 ± 0.0087
Staurosporine n = 6 0.0468 ± 0.0149 0.0505 ± 0.0147 0.0375 ± 0.0097
Okadaic acid n = 7 0.3075 ± 0.0581 0.4422 ± 0.0403 0.3992 ± 0.0962
Experimental values of BK single channel open probability (Popen) for GH3, GH4, and GH4 STREX cells. ATP0 (no ATP added to the patch pipette); ATP (1mM
added to the patch pipette; all further solutions contained 1mM ATP during application of PKA, protein kinase A; PKG, protein kinase G; PKC, protein kinase C; STS,
staurosporine; OA, okadaic acid; Po-values are presented as mean ± standard error of mean, and n is the number of patches/cells.
Po-values are presented as mean ± standard error of mean. ATP
was added to the pipette solution (intracellular membrane face).
In a physiological pipette solution containing no ATP (assigned
ATP0), BK single channel open probability (Po) was generally
low. Addition of 1mM ATP (ATP1) to the pipette solution most
significantly increased Po (∗∗∗) (Table 2 and Figure 3A). Similar
findings have been reported previously from GH3 cells (Denson
et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2012), and reviewed for other cell
types (Schubert and Nelson, 2001). All further solutions con-
tained 1mM ATP. PKA catalytic subunit (50 units/ml) altered
Po, but both values were non-significant compared to ATP1
(Figure 3A), however, they were both significantly (∗∗∗) different
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FIGURE 3 | Mean values of BK channel open time probabilities (Popen).
Three types of channels, GH3-BK (A), GH4-BK (B), and GH4-STREX (C)
cells, were investigated. Bar graphs show Po-values under control
conditions (left bars, white) and after extracellular application of NaHS
(right bars, gray). ATP, kinase, kinase inhibitor, kinase inhibitor
staurosporine (STS), or phosphatase blocker okadaic acid (OA) were added
to the pipette solution; ATP0 – no ATP added; ATP1 – 1mM ATP added;
PKA (50 units); PKCsu (0.1 units/ml); PKCin – 500 nM; STS – 1μM; OA –
100nM. Figures are based on back transformed means and s.e.m. values
(error bars), respectively. Asteriks indicate significance of H2S (300μM
NaHS equivalent to effective 34–41μM H2S) effects according to the logit
transformed data.
to ATP0. PKC (PKC catalytic subunit, PKCsu, 0.1 units/ml) in
the pipette solution decreased BK Po non-significantly compared
to ATP1, but Po was significantly different from ATP0 (∗). PKC
is known to cause inhibition of BK channel activity from GH
cells (Shipston and Armstrong, 1996; Hall and Armstrong, 2000;
Wu et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2012, 2010). With protein kinase
inhibitor pseudo-substrate (PKCin, fragment 19–31, 500 nM) Po
increased non-significantly if compared to PKCsu or ATP1, but
was significantly higher than during ATP0 conditions (∗∗) if com-
pared to ATP1. The experiments support previous results of an
inhibitory role of PKC at BK channels from GH3 cells (Shipston
and Armstrong, 1996). Staurosporin (1μM), an ATP-competitive
kinase inhibitor, non-significantly reduced Po, whereas okadaic
acid (100 nM), an inhibitor of serine/threonine phosphatase,
significantly increased Po compared to 1mM ATP.
GH4/C1 cells
All drug concentrations used for these cells were similar to those
used with GH3 cells. With ATP1 Po increased high significantly
compared to ATP0 (∗∗∗) (Table 2 and Figure 3B). Using PKA sub-
unit or PKG showed no significant difference to ATP1 containing
solution. PKC-subunit reduced Po about 4-fold (∗∗) with high
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significance compared to ATP1, as previously reported by Zhou
et al. (2012). Use of PKC inhibitor pseudo-substrate had a similar
effect. With the kinase inhibitor staurosporin Po was statisti-
cally not significantly different to ATP1 (Table 2, Figure 3B).
With the phosphatase inhibitor okadaic acid, however, Po sig-
nificantly increased if compared to ATP1, PKA, PKCin, PKCsu,
staurosporine, or ATP0.
GH4/C1 STREX cells
These cells contain a 59 amino-acid insert, so called STREX (stress
axis regulated) exon at the BK channel α-subunit C terminus,
located between the two regulatory domains of K+ conductance
(RCK1 and RCK2). This insert bears various cysteine residues
which can be phosphorylated. The STREX insert speeds acti-
vation and slows deactivation kinetics and their half-activation
voltage is shifted to the left (Xie and McCobb, 1998). Again, as
in GH3 or GH4/C1 cells Po-values in ATP0 were low (Table 2,
Figure 3C), in fact they were the lowest of all three cell types.
Po increased with ATP1 with low significance (∗). The increase
caused by ATP was, however, less compared to BK channels from
GH3 or GH4 cells (Table 2, Figure 3C). PKA is known to phos-
phorylate the channels at the STREX insert and changes channel
activity from stimulatory to inhibitory whereas channels that lack
the STREX insert are activated by PKA (Tian et al., 2001). PKA
increased Po significantly when compared with ATP0, but this
increase was not significant when compared to ATP1. With PKG
Po was not significant different to ATP1. Using PKC-subunit,
PKC inhibitor, or staurosporine, again, no significant alteration
of Po compared to ATP1 was observed. However, okadaic acid
significantly increased Po (∗∗∗) when compared to all other condi-
tions, implying that inhibition of the BK channel attached phos-
phatase allows for unrestricted phosphorylation of the channel
protein.
H2S MODULATES BK CHANNEL ACTIVITY DEPENDENT ON
PHOSPHORYLATION
We again present data separately for all three cell types used in our
study. Original recordings of H2S effects are shown in Figure 2.
GH3 cells
As reported previously (Sitdikova et al., 2010) and shown in
Figure 3A, NaHS (300μM – effective H2S concentration 34–
41μM, see Materials and Methods), applied to the extracellular
bath solutionmost significantly increased Po of BK channels from
0.01522 ± 0.00302 to 0.0295 ± 0.00722 (n = 12, ∗∗∗) (inter-
nal ATP free pipette solution (ATP0), V = +30mV), equal to
190.58 ± 13.81% of control (=100%) during the first minute of
H2S perfusion. Po decayed after 1min H2S application during the
following 3min. A similar transient response was observed previ-
ously using ethanol (Jakab et al., 1997) and H2S (Sitdikova et al.,
2010). In ATP1 solution Po further increased from 0.08872 ±
0.01352 control most significantly to 0.14082 ± 0.01439, n = 12
(∗∗∗) with NaHS, i.e., to 191.65 ± 23.52% of control (=100%)
(Figure 3A). All further experimental solutions contained 1mM
ATP. Using PKA subunit (50 units/ml), NaHS increased Po with
high significance from 0.10873 ± 0.01664 (control) to 0.15475 ±
0.02218, n = 11 (∗∗∗), i.e., to 169.42 ± 19.99% of control. PKG
(50 units/ml) also increased Po from 0.0724 ± 0.0118 (con-
trol) to 0.1395 ± 0.0236(n = 8) in NaHS by 205.56 ± 19.08%
(∗∗∗). PKC catalytic subunit (PKCsu, 0.1 units/ml) decreased
BK channel activity to 0.04434 ± 0.00752 and NaHS had no
significant effect (Po = 0.04609 ± 0.00869, n = 10, equal to
104.92 ± 16.09%). After addition of PKC inhibitor pseudo-
substrate (PKCin, fragment 19–31, 500 nM), Po was 0.07408 ±
0.01808 (control), but NaHS again had no significant effect (Po
0.10292 ± 0.02299, n = 6, i.e., to 145.45 ± 14.082%). During
application of the kinase inhibitor staurosporine (STS, 1μM) Po
was decreased to 0.04683 ± 0.01493, and in this case NaHS sig-
nificantly increased Po to 0.07483 ± 0.01892 (n = 6, ∗∗), i.e., to
168.56 ± 11.87% of control. The most significant increase of Po
compared to either ATP0 or ATP1 was obtained with the phos-
phatase inhibitor okadaic acid (100 nM) which increased Po to
0.3075± 0.0581, however, Po was not further significantly altered
by NaHS (0.3039 ± 0.05523, n = 8, 102.10 ± 13.86%).
GH4/C1 cells
All basic conditions and concentrations of drugs were simi-
lar to the experiments using GH3 cells. In ATP0, Po increased
highly significant from 0.00968 ± 0.00285 (control) to 0.01632 ±
0.00452, n = 8 (∗∗∗), i.e., to 183.48 ± 22.12% (∗∗∗) after appli-
cation of NaHS. With ATP1 solution, Po increased significant
from 0.11647± 0.01969 (control) to 0.20591± 0.02146, in NaHS,
n = 11 (∗∗∗), i.e., to 201.36 ± 19.12%. After application of PKA,
Po was 0.12569 ± 0.02224 (control), but with NaHS no signifi-
cant alteration of Po 0.12693 ± 0.02414, n = 11, i.e., to 107.33 ±
11.86% was observed. With PKG Po increased highly significant
from 0.05229 ± 0.01732 (control) to 0.1430 ± 0.04916 (n = 7)
in NaHS, i.e., by 258.95 ± 33.78% (∗∗∗). Application of PKC sub-
unit (PKCsu, 0.1 units/ml) decreased Po to 0.02771 ± 0.00647
and NaHS increased Po significantly to 0.0465 ± 0.01669, i.e., to
161 ± 28%, n = 7 (∗). A similar Po of 0.02089 ± 0.00553 was
obtained with PKC inhibitor (PKCin, 500 nM), and Po was high
significantly increased with NaHS to 0.04093 ± 0.0108, n = 7
(∗∗∗), i.e., to 186.78 ± 19.85%. With staurosporine (STS, 1μM)
Po was 0.0505 ± 0.01474 and increased with NaHS highly signif-
icant to 0.087 ± 0.02195, n = 5 (∗∗∗), i.e., to 181.66 ± 15.35%.
Okadaic acid (100 nM) substantially increased Po to 0.44223 ±
0.0403 compared to either ATP0 or ATP1 controls, whereas NaHS
decreased Po under this condition to 0.31953 ± 0.03142, n = 7
(∗∗∗), i.e., to 74.841 ± 7.8%.
GH4/C1 STREX cells
In ATP0 BK channel Po of 0.00652 ± 0.00224 (control) was low
compared to Po of GH3 and GH4 cells. NaHS non-significantly
increased Po to 0.00921 ± 0.00286, n = 7, i.e., to 148 ± 11.99%.
With ATP1 Po increased to 0.03428 ± 0.00931, n = 13 com-
pared to ATP0, but this increase was much less compared to
Po-values obtained in GH3 and GH4 cells (Figure 3). NaHS in
ATP1 increased Po at high significance to 0.06233 ± 0.01687,
n = 13 (∗∗∗), i.e., to 177.74± 15.91%. PKA subunit (50 units/ml)
increased Po to 0.08221 ± 0.03214, n = 8 under control con-
ditions, however, NaHS application had no significant effect on
Po, 0.05739 ± 0.02129, n = 8, i.e., 78.65 ± 9.38% of control.
PKG high-significantly increased Po from 0.05043 ± 0.01330
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(control) to 0.08829 ± 0.01635 in NaHS, by 201.94 ± 40.37%,
n = 8 (∗∗∗).
As with previous results from GH3 and GH4 cells, using
PKC subunit (PKCsu, 0.1 units/ml) BK channel Po was low,
0.02533 ± 0.00604, n = 6 (control), however, NaHS increased Po
to 0.06833 ± 0.01267, i.e., to 322.44 ± 74.48%, although with
low significance (∗). With PKC inhibitor (PKCin, 500 nM) Po of
0.0400 ± 0.00879, n = 5 was similar to ATP1, and increased with
NaHS to 0.10552 ± 0.02854, n = 5, i.e., to 253.07 ± 28.82%,
however not significantly. Also staurosporine (STS, 1μM) non-
significantly increased Po from 0.0375 ± 0.00975 (control) to
0.10114 ± 0.02397 in NaHS, n = 8, i.e., to 306.14 ± 49.76%.
In okadaic acid (100 nM) which significantly increased Po to
0.39927 ± 0.09621 compared to ATP1, NaHS had no addi-
tional significant effect on Po, 0.42796 ± 0.08584, n = 7, i.e., to
114.93 ± 9.22%.
In summary, our result show (Table 3) that Po of BK channels
from GH3 and GH4 containing no ATP (ATP0) were high sig-
nificantly increased in the presence of H2S, whereas BK channels
fromGH4-STREX cell did not respond to H2S. Po of BK channels
of all cell types phosphorylated by ATP was highly significantly
increased and H2S further increased Po at high significance. PKA
and PKGwere not able to increase Po beyond the ATP1 effect. H2S
was able to increase Po of BK channels from GH3, but not those
of GH4 and GH4 STREX cells. H2S high significantly increased
Po of all cell types pretreated with PKG. PKC-subunit (PKCsu)
either had no effect (GH4-STREX) or decreased Po (GH3, GH4)
but H2S increased Po of BK channels pretreated with PKCsu in
Table 3 | Summary, of open probability (Po) of BK channels in the
absence (ATP0, first line) and presence of ATP1 (1mM, all other lines),
during application of PKA (protein kinase A), PKG (protein kinase G),
PKC (protein kinase C), STS (staurosporine), OA (okadaic acid), and
after application of H2S.
GH3 Po GH4 Po GH4 Strex Po
ATP0
+H2S +
ATP0
+H2S +
ATP0
+H2S 0
ATP1
+H2S
+
+
ATP 1
+H2S
+
+
ATP1
+H2S
+
+
PKA
+H2S
0
+
PKA
+H2S
0
0
P KA
+H2S
0
0
PKG
+H2S
0
+
PKG
+H2S
0
+
PKG
+H2S
0
+
PKCsu
+H2S
−
0
PKCsu
+H2S
−
+
PKCsu
+H2S
0
+
STS
+H2S
0
+
STS
+H2S
0
+
STS
+H2S
0
+
OA
+H2S
+
0
OA
+H2S
+
−
OA
+H2S
+
0
All experimental values were compared to ATP1, except ATP0.
+, Po increase; 0, no effect; −, decrease of Po.
GH4 and GH4 STREX but not those of GH3 cells. Staurosporin
had no effect on BK channel Po activity but did not prevent the
activating effect of H2S. Okadaic acid most significantly increased
BK channel Po of all cell types and H2S had no further effect on
channel Po, it even decreased BK channel Po of GH4 cells.
CHANNEL OPEN DWELL TIMES AND AMPLITUDES
Values of BK channel Po, amplitude and dwell time are shown
in Figures 4, 5. Channel open dwell-time indicates the time a
channel spends at the open current level. Analysis of BK chan-
nels from GH3 cells revealed that ATP most significantly (∗∗∗)
increased mean open dwell times from 0.74 ± 0.087ms (ATP0)
to 2.022 ± 0.18ms (ATP1). Open dwell times were also signif-
icantly increased with PKA to 1.78 ± 0.22ms (∗∗∗), with PKG
to 1.56 ± 0.15ms (∗∗) and with PKC subunit to 1.78 ± 0.6ms
(∗), compared to an ATP0 solution. A significant increase of mean
dwell times was also observed with BK channels from GH4 cells
from 0.77 ± 0.10ms (ATP0) to 1.49 ± 0.11ms (∗∗) after applica-
tion of ATP1. With PKA dwell times increased to 3.00 ± 0.44ms
(∗∗∗) and with PKG to 1.54 ± 0.12ms (∗∗) if compared to ATP1
(Figure 4B). Significant decreases of dwell times were seen with
paired comparison for PKCsu vs. PKA (∗∗∗), PKCin vs. PKA (∗∗∗),
staurosporine vs. PKA (∗∗∗) and okadaic acid vs. PKA (∗∗∗) and
PKG vs. PKA (∗). NaHS had a significant increasing effect on
open dwell times only in okadaic acid (∗∗∗). In GH4 STREX cells
open dwell times were only significantly increased when PKG is
compared with ATP0 (∗).
Addition of NaHS to GH3 increased BK channel dwell times
significantly only in ATP0 from 0.74± 0.087ms to 1.02± 0.11ms
(∗∗), with GH4 cells in okadaic acid from 0.10 ± 26ms to 1.73
± 0.46ms (∗∗∗), and in ATP0 in GH4 STREX cells from 0.69 ±
0.10ms to 0.99 ± 0.16ms (∗). NaHS had no effect at dwell times
with all other experimental settings (Figure 4C).
Mean amplitudes of single BK channel currents from GH3
cells were not altered under ATP0 or any of the phosphoryla-
tion procedures. Only with PKG and H2S channel amplitudes
were significantly increased (Figure 5A). In GH4 cells channel
amplitudes significantly increased in ATP1 vs. ATP0. In all other
settings the values could not be differentiated to ATP1 (which was
always present in these experiments). H2S significantly increased
amplitudes only with ATP1 (Figure 5B). Also in GH4 STREX cells
BK channels amplitudes were increased at low significance with
okadaic acid vs. ATP0 and staurosporin. H2S increased channel
amplitudes with ATP1 and PKCsu (Figure 5C).
Channel amplitudes and open dwell time histograms are listed
as Supplementary Material.
DISCUSSION
RECALCULATION OF H2S CONCENTRATIONS
Experimentally used H2S concentrations are of major concern
in the context of physiological quantities. In the present study
we recalculated the concentration of H2S liberated from the
donor NaHS. In our calculations and estimations we were tak-
ing in addition to temperature and pH the salinity of the solution
and evaporation of H2S into account. The results indicate that
a concentration of 300μM NaHS, which was usually used in
our experiments (Sitdikova et al., 2010) contains approximately
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FIGURE 4 | Mean values of BK channel open dwell times. Three
types of channels—GH3-BK (A), GH4-BK (B), and GH4-STREX (C)
cells were investigated. Bar graphs show open dwell values in
ms under control conditions (left bars, white) and after
extracellular application of 300μM NaHS (right bars, gray). All drug
concentrations were the same as shown in Figure 3. Significant
∗0.05 > p > 0.01; high significant ∗∗0.01 > p > 0.001; most significant
∗∗∗p < 0.001.
68μM H2S, i.e., 22.3% of the NaHS concentration is as H2S in
solution. Furthermore, taking evaporation of H2S into account
we estimated a loss of approximately 40–50% of H2S which gives
an effective H2S concentration during our experimental settings
of 11–13%, i.e., 34–41μMH2S from a 300μMNaHS solution.
Our previous estimations of the effective NaHS concentrations
(EC50) at BK channel Po (Sitdikova et al., 2010) gave a low range
value of 169μM and a high range value of 2000μM. With the
newly calculated values we obtain for the low range NaHS value
an EC50 of 18.8–22.6μM, for the high range EC50 223–267.6μM
of actual H2S in solution. Early estimations of the amount of H2S
concentrations in the rat, bovine, and human brain gave values of
50–160μM (Goodwin et al., 1989; Warenycia et al., 1989; Savage
and Gould, 1990). These values appear overestimated since with
the method used in these studies H2S from acid-labile sulfur was
measured in addition to free H2S (Kimura et al., 2012). Some
recent experimental H2S estimations suggest extremely low values
of basal submicromolar concentrations increasing to single-digit
micromolar levels during application of cysteine or hypercapnia
(Leffler et al., 2011). In our studies we usually used a standard
concentration of 300μM NaHS (34–41μM effective H2S) to
(1) obtain reliable, well visible effects at the channels, and (2)
being able to compare our results with previous investigations.
Previous studies (Sitdikova et al., 2010) indicated that the low-
est H2S concentration that significantly (p < 0.05) increased Po
was about 30μMNaHS, which effectively amounts to 3.4–4.1μM
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FIGURE 5 | Mean values of BK channel amplitudes. Three types of
channels—GH3-BK (A), GH4-BK (B), and GH4-STREX (C) cells were
investigated. Bar graphs show amplitude values in pA under control
conditions (left bars, white) and after extracellular application of 300μM
NaHS (right bars, gray). All drug concentrations were the same as depicted in
Figure 3. Significant ∗0.05 > p > 0.01; most significant ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
free H2S. Hence, H2S appears to induce BK channel activation at
a physiological relevant concentration range. The effective H2S
level at its target site(s) is unknown, however. H2S may be stored
as bound sulfane sulfur and/or neuronal excitation can trigger
its release from surrounding astrocytes (Ishigami et al., 2009).
It may be possible that subcellular local high concentrations of
H2S may be effective at ion channels for a short period of time
which is supported by the fact that even very high concentrations
at BK channels (400–500μM) applied for a few minutes were
completely reversible (Sitdikova et al., 2010). Therefore, not only
the amount of H2S appears important but the concentration per
application time.
Our results indicate that the effect of NaHS on single chan-
nel currents was maximal within 1min of application but then
decreased within the following minutes. The decline of Po may be
caused by the evaporation of H2S from the perfusate. This appears
unlikely, however, since the decline of H2S within the 5minute
actual experimental time (see Materials and method) was only
about 6–8%. As indicated from a previous dose-response plot
(Sitdikova et al., 2010, Figure 4), this will result in a Po variation
within the experimental error and therefore is unable to explain
the decrease of Po. And, most importantly—we continuously per-
fuse the patches which gives a constant concentration of H2S at
the channels. We therefore interpret this transient response of the
BK Po as development of tolerance to the gas. A similar transient
effect has been reported for the action of ethanol on BK channels
from GH3 cells (Jakab et al., 1997; Treistman and Martin, 2009).
The transient activation of ion channels may be physiologically
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relevant since this mechanismwould allow cells to readjust to pre-
stimulation electrical signaling conditions even in the presence of
high levels of the activating drug or it may play a role in the rapid
adaptation of other excitable cells, such as receptor cells.
In physiological solutions at pH 7.4, H2S (∼20%), HS−
(∼80%), and traces of S2−, are always simultaneously present in
the solution or in the cytosol. This mixture is usually referred to
in the literature as H2S for simplicity (Liu et al., 2012; Greiner
et al., 2013). HS− should not be able to cross the membrane
since it is charged and negative surface charges at the membrane
make a passage unlikely. H2S, as a neutral molecule appears more
likely to readily cross the membrane. An internal action of H2S at
BK channels appears indicated since the effect of NaHS was pre-
vented when the reducing agent dithiothreitol was applied inside
through the pipette of excised outside-out patches, whereas the
oxidizing agent thimerosal increased Po. Added to the external
solution these agents had no effect (Sitdikova et al., 2010). The
experiment suggests that H2S is able to penetrate the membrane
and acts on an internal site at the channels. Since H2S once inside
the cell is able to dissociate HS− may be present again. Hence,
it is still not clear which, H2S or HS−, or both may be consid-
ered as acting agents. However, an inner ring of negative charges
produced by the RCK1,2 C-terminal part of the channel protein
(Carvacho et al., 2008) may prevent access of HS− to the channel
favoring H2S as the acting molecule.
To further complicate the H2S issue, recent studies indicate
that whatever form of H2S donor or even H2S itself is used in
solutions results in the formation of polysulfides (Greiner et al.,
2013) and polysulfides activating TRP receptors are orders of
magnitudemore effective compared toH2S donors (Kimura et al.,
2013). Since NaHS contains polysulfides it is possible that at
least parts of the results are mediated by polysulfides. Further
experimentation is needed to investigate these questions.
Considering the physiological relevance of our findings we
speculate that the activation of BK channels causes a decrease
of excitability or shorten the duration of action potentials which
may lead to an increase of excitability which is modulated by the
status of channels phosphorylation. Again, further experimenta-
tion is required.
PHOSPHORYLATION AND H2S EFFECTS
ATP with high significance increased Po of all three types of
cells investigated, GH3, GH4/C1, and GH4/C1 STREX by 583,
1203, and 525%, respectively, compared to ATP0. Kinases and
phosphatases which are constitutively attached to BK channels,
arranged in so called nano-domains, appear to provide an equi-
librium of phosphorylation/dephosphorylation dependent on the
presence of ATP. The most significant effect of ATP observed
with GH4 cells suggests that they are particularly amenable to
phosphorylation. As to the impact of ATP on BK channels it has
been reported that ATP per see can inhibit BK channel activity
(Clark et al., 1999; Hirano et al., 2001). This, however, appears
not to apply to our situation since ATP in all BK channels from
the different cell types investigated increased channel activity. It
may be also possible that channel phosphatases are blocked by an
ATP-dependent mechanism which could explain the substantial
stimulatory effect of ATP. In GH4/C1 cells BK channels were
found to be activated by PKG and inhibited by PKA and PKC
(White et al., 1991; Shipston and Armstrong, 1996), but this
can be altered by PKC-dependent pre-phosphorylation (Zhou
et al., 2001). Stimulation of BK channels by ATP, therefore, may
depend on the preexisting status of phosphorylation before ATP
is supplied.
With pipette solutions containing no ATP H2S significantly
increased Po of GH3 and GH4 cells but had no significant effect
on GH4 STREX cells. This may be explained by the particu-
lar arrangement at BK STREX channels where the 59 amino
acid insert may prevent access of H2S to its activation site. H2S
application to the bath in ATP-containing pipette solutions sig-
nificantly increased Po in all cell types. The experiment indicates
that phosphorylation (or an ATP/kinase activated blockade of
a phosphatase) which in turn may prime the channels for H2S
activation.
In all three cell lines PKA effect on Po is not significant dif-
ferent compared to ATP1. The result indicates that the channels
are already sufficiently phosphorylated in the presence of ATP.
PKA has been reported to activate, inhibit or have no effect on
BK channels as reviewed by Schubert and Nelson (2001). These
different actions appear to depend on alternative BK splicing or
could reflect variants in α and β subunit composition of the chan-
nel complexes (Hall and Armstrong, 2000; Tian et al., 2001, 2004).
At PKA primed channels H2S only had a high significant effect
on BK channel Po from GH3 cells but had no effect on GH4
and GH4 STREX cells. Phosphorylation of BK channels by PKA
therefore appears to prevent further H2S activation in these cells.
PKG had no significant effect on Po compared to ATP1 of all cell
types (GH3, GH4, and GH4 STREX cells), whereas NaHS sig-
nificantly increased Po of BK channels phosphorylated by PKG
of all cell types. In all of our experiments the initial phosphory-
lation state of BK channels at the start of experiments was not
determined and remains unknown. Also the amount of phospho-
rylation by ATP or the addition of kinases was not measured. This
should be kept inmind when considering the interpretation of the
results.
PKC subunit and PKC inhibitor decrease channel Po but this
effect was only significant with GH4 cells. Our data are in con-
gruence with a decrease of channel activity by PKC reported
previously (Shipston and Armstrong, 1996; Schubert and Nelson,
2001; Tian et al., 2004; Kizub et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2010, 2012;
van Welie and du Lac, 2011). H2S in this context did not alter
BK channel Po from GH3 cells, but increased Po of GH4 and
even more of GH4 STREX cells. With PKC inhibitor, H2S had
no effect at GH3 cells but high significantly increased Po of BK
channels from GH4 and GH4 STREX cells. Although PKC phos-
phorylation suppresses Po of BK channels H2S appears able to
overcome this effect and to stimulate the channels. The kinase
inhibitor, staurosporine, had no significant effect on BK chan-
nel Po of all three cell lines. H2S under these conditions was
able, however, to significantly increase Po. Hence, in all three
cell types Po of non-phosphorylated (ATP0) and phosphorylated
channels by ATP1 and by PKG can be elevated by H2S. PKC phos-
phorylation prevented the Po increasing H2S effect in GH3 cells
but increased Po in GH4 and GH4 STREX cells. PKA also dif-
ferently affected cell types with increasing Po of GH3 cells but
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not of GH4 and GH4 STREX cells (which appear even decreased
by H2S).
The protein phosphatase inhibitor, okadaic acid, had the
most significant effect in increasing Po under normal conditions
(pipette solution containing 1mM ATP). This peculiar action of
okadaic acidmay be due to the fact that a very active protein phos-
phatase is associated with the BK channels (Reinhart and Levitan,
1995; Zhou et al., 2010) and on site acts by dephosphorylating the
channels. Inhibition of dephosphorylation by okadaic acid pro-
motes phosphorylation and therefore appears able to convey a
major impact on Po activation. Although phosphorylated chan-
nels are activated by H2S okadaic acid had no further increasing
effect on BK channels from GH3 and GH4 STREX cells. We inter-
pret this result by assuming that channel phosphorylation may be
at its maximum and therefore H2S had no further effect.
The PKC subunit tends to decrease Po but this was only sig-
nificant with channels from GH4 cells. In the presence of PKC
H2S increased channel Po of GH4 and GH4 STREX significantly
but not those of GH3 cells. The PKC inhibitor had no significant
effect on Po compared to PKC subunit, whereas H2S had a simi-
lar increasing effect in GH4 and GH4 STREX cells. No significant
difference was observed between ATP1 and staurosporine, but in
all cells channel Po was increased during H2S application. Our
results indicate that H2S modulates diverse BK splice variants in a
different way.
A significant increase in open dwell times was observed with
ATP1 vs. ATP0 in GH3 cells, in all other settings there was no sig-
nificant effect beyond the ATP1 increase. In GH3 cells H2S only
increased open dwell times in ATP0 significantly. With GH4 cells
open dwell times increased in ATP1 vs. ATP0 and with ATP1 vs.
PKA, but decreased with PKC, PKG, staurosporin, and okadaic
acid vs. PKA. A significant increase of dwell times was seen with
H2S in the presence of okadaic acid. With GH4 STREX cells a low
significant increase of dwell times was only observed with PKG
vs. ATP0 and with H2S in ATP0. Closed dwell times were not ana-
lyzed since most of our single channels recording contained more
than one channel.
BK channel amplitudes were little altered by phosphoryla-
tion or by H2S. Exceptions appear to be BK channels from
GH3 and GH4 cells which increase in amplitude significantly
with PKG or with ATP1, respectively. The mechanisms under-
lying these alteration in Po, dwell times or amplitude variations
caused by phosphorylation of channels and the impact by H2S
are unknown.
In summary, Po of BK channels of GH3, GH4 cell types, either
in their non-phosphorylated state (with no ATP or with stau-
rosporine in the pipette solution) or if phosphorylated by ATP can
be activated by H2S. GH4 STREX BK channels do not respond to
H2S in ATP0 whereas in the phosphorylated mode (ATP1) chan-
nel Po is increased. PKA prevented the action of H2S on channel
Po in GH4 and GH4 STREX but increased BK Po of GH3 cells
at high significance. This suggests that PKA phosphorylates the
channels of GH4 and GH4 STREX cells at some other site which
rearranges the protein in a way that H2S is no longer able to act
at the channels. Zhou et al. (2012) showed that only BK chan-
nels which are dephosphorylated as well as depalmitoylated can
be stimulated by PKA whereas if phosphorylated by PKC and
palmitoylated the channels are insensitive to PKA. PKG vs. ATP0
increased Po of BK channels of all cell types but had no further
effect at Po if ATP was present. H2S, high significantly increased
Po of PKG pretreated cells. This suggests that the phosphorylation
by PKG primes the channels for H2S activation. PKC decreased Po
under control conditions of all BK channels types but BK chan-
nel Po of GH4 and GH4 STREX cells was increased with H2S at
high significance. In experiments using the phosphatase inhibitor
okadaic acid, the effect of H2S on Po was prevented or even
reduced indicating that either phosphorylation at the BK chan-
nel protein mediates this effect or the channel activity is already
at a maximum preventing any further increase (Table 3).
Our experimental results indicate that phosphorylation may
prime or prevent the action of H2S on BK channels Po which
may be dependent on the channels conformation which exposes
or impedes phosphorylation sites and this way may govern the
access of H2S to reach its effective location.
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